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LPUNEST is a university-level exam held twice a year for admission to a variety of courses such as engineering, law and MBA. In addition to admission, this exam is also considered as a scholarship test. Based on the performance of the candidates in the exam, the university will provide a scholarship of
up to 5 lari. Check out the LPUNEST 2020 scholarship. LPU NEST is held only online, and the university has established centers in more than 200 cities across India. The Latest: Sign up for B.Tech through LPUNEST 2020 until October 10, 2020. Apply here Excellent Professional University began with
the 3rd stage of LPUNEST 2020 application process. Applicants can choose any preferred slot for the LPUNEST 2020 exam within 5-15 days of the application form filling out. Candidates may appear at LPUNEST 2020 by September 20, 2020.Because of the covid-19 pandemic lockout, according to the
notifications of central and state governments, it is safe to stay at home. Therefore, this year LPUNEST held an online exam for students. Once an application for the exam is submitted, candidates must book slots. Candidates who appeared at LPUNEST (B.Tech.) were either to complete or appear on the
final exam 10-2 from the recognized board. To be eligible for LPUNEST 2020 a candidate must acquire 60% or higher in their No. 2 exams with a subject combining physics, chemistry, English language and biology/mathematics/biotechnology. LPUNEST 2020 Exam Pattern consists of 30 questions on
physics, Chemistry and Mathematics/Biology and 20 questions in English.There is no negative marking, and each correct answer gets 4 marks in physics, chemistry, mathematics/biology and 2 marks on English.Syllabus for LPUNEST 2020 test similar to the test No. 2.LPUNEST 2020 Application form
was released on January 16, 2020. Note: Only Indian citizens have the right to apply for LPUNEST. Check out here general guidelines for the online exam LPUNEST 2020 HighlightsExam NameLovely Professional University National Criterion and Scholarship Test (LPUNEST)Conducting BodyLovely
Professional UniversityExam LevelUndergraduate Exam TypeUniversityOfficial Websitenest.lpu.inMode ApplicationsMode ExamOnlineOnline OfferedPre prepared Engineering/B.Tech Courses Buying Exam2 Hours and 30 Minutes LPUNEST 2020 Exam DatesParticularsScheduleStart Admission Last
Admission Date October 10, 2020 Slot Booking for online examUpto October 6, 2020 (Candidates may choose. For any preferred LPUNEST exam slot within 5-15 days of the application form filling out. Exam entry dates10 October 2020. can also apply for the exam exam to take advantage of the
maximum stipends and later, you can apply for the LPUNEST exam. Important Dates for MBAParticularsSchedule Online Registration Begins at OngoingSlot Bookings for Online ExaminationUpto October 6, 2020At the final application date for LPUNESTUpto October 6, 2020Date of ExaminationUpto
October 10, 2020Dept resultWithin 4 days after the examAt the last date of application for InterviewOctober 10, 2020Interview SchedulingOngoing (Candidate can choose any preferred interview slot for 2-8 days from the date of application. For example: If the questionnaire is completed on September 1,
2020, the interview may be scheduled for any day from September 3 to September 8, 2020.) Interview ConductOngoingInterviewWitWit Resulthin 4 days appearance for interviewAdmissionconconhinWithin 7 days after the announcement Result InterviewNote:University decided to conduct a remote video
interview for admission to the MBA during the national lockout period in connection with COVID - 19. LPUNEST will now be held only on a scholarship. Important Dates for LLMParticularsScheduleOnline Registration begins at HongoingSlot Bookings for online exam (for eligibility and scholarship)Until
October 6, 2020The final application date for the LPUNESTUpto is October 6, 2020Date exam October 15, 2020Breaking results within 4 days of the examDate AdmissionUpto October 10, 2020Note:-The candidate can continue to accept admission and then apply for LPUNEST for eligibility and
scholarship. Candidates who have appeared in previous schedules can apply for a second chance (if allowed) and he/she can apply by selecting a second chance through his/her test loginImportant Dates for Ph.D. (Autumn Term) ParticularsSchedule ISchedule IIOnline Registration begins February 5,
2020 May 23, 2020Last registration date May 19, 2020 July 22, 2020Thes entrance date TestMay 22 - 24, 202020202024 July 2020Polt LPUNEST (Ph.D.) June 2, 2020August 3, 2020 Pauling to interview SlotJune 2 - 6, 2020Abust 3 - 7, 2020Interview schedule11 - August 16, 2011 - 16, 2020Result
Interview22 June 2020 August 21, 2 020 Inheritable admission date31 August 202031 August 2020 Important dates for all other programs (except B.Tech., MBA, L.L.M., PG Agriculture and Ph.D.) FeaturesScheduleOnline Registration begins at Hongoing Last application dates for LPUNESTOctober 10 ,
2020Slot booking for online exam (scholarship only) Until October 10 2020Entrance Examination Dates October 10 2020Resultwithin 4 days after the examNote: Candidates can directly apply for admission (if eligible). For more information, please visit www.lpu.inImportant Dates for M.Sc. Agricultural
ProgramsParticularsSchedule Followed by application date for LPUNESTMay 3, 2020Dates of ExamMay 7, 2020 - May 12, 2020Display result May 15, 2020Seat PreferencesMay 15, 2020 - May 17, 2020Allotment LetterMay 20, 2020Date admissionsMay 20, 2020 - May 25, 2020:Note candidates who
appeared and qualified January Schedule LPUNEST must continue to fill the Place Preference according to the above dates. LPUNEST 2020 Eligibility CriteriaCandidates are advised to check the selection criteria before they apply for LPUNEST 2020. The university sets minimum criteria for applicants; if
they meet the exam selection criteria mentioned below, they can write an exam. Only Indian citizens have the right to apply. Applicants must complete or appear in 2020, In the final exam No. 2 from CBSE or ICSE or the Council of State or any other Council, Institute, College, etc. To enroll in B.Tech,
B.Tech, Integrated B.Tech - M.Tech and Integrated B.Tech - MBA, applicants must have at least 60% of the total marks in 10'2 or equivalent (with physics, mathematics and English) for B.Tech. Biotechnology, subjects examined by physics, chemistry, English language and biology or biology or
biotechnology, with 60% totality in 10 x 2 or equivalent. For B.Tech. Chemical Engineering (CHE), B.Tech. (Petroleum), examined subjects of physics, chemistry, mathematics and English, with 60% total in 10'2 or equivalent. LPUNEST ScholarshipScholarship Category: Scholarships are awarded to
candidates based on their performance in any of the following categories: qualification (e.g. 10'2 for undergraduate and graduate programs)LPU Entry and Scholarship Test: LPUNESTCertain national-level tests like JEE Mains, NEET, UCEED, CAT, MAT, GATE, GPAT, etc. Scholarship Brackets: For
each category mentioned above, three brackets of scholarships (Bracket 1, 2 and 3). Each bracket is a specific criterion (such as points in a qualifying exam) that the applicant must achieve for him/her to fall into that particular bracket. The criteria in each bracket decrease as they become available, as do
scholarships. Thus, students, meeting bracket-1 requirement receives the highest scholarship and those in the bracket - two or three receive a relatively smaller scholarship. Scholarship stages: The size of the scholarship also depends on the stage at which the applicant accepts the university admission.
Admission to LPU is done in various phases, which are bifurcation period admission. The second phase begins in January 2020 and continues until the end of April 2020. Subsequent phases (phase 2, 3, 4) are held only if the seats in the Programme remain vacant. The amount of the scholarship
decreases with each stage, and at the 4th stage (if it is held) the scholarship is not granted. Phase 2, 3 and 4 dates are as follows: Amount of scholarships at different stages and Scholarship amount/ percentage varies depending on the following table: -Bracket-1Bracket-2Bracket-3Phase -
150%40%30%Phase - 240%30%20%Phase - 3 30%20%10%Check here the Official Brochure for Opportunities in the LPU after passing the class 12thDetails Scholarship Brackets: Scholarship brackets for various categories in detail below: Qualification: For the side entrance program, in addition to
qualifications, Scholarship will also be offered on the basis of qualifications, previous qualifications. For example, a person who wants to enter B.Tech (side entrance) may receive a scholarship on the basis of a diploma (qualification) or 10th (qualification to a diploma). LPUNEST: For each scholarship
bracket, the disconnected are determined by the university and, accordingly, the scholarship, as mentioned in the table - 1 proposed. To learn the pre-cut for various programs and the approximate number of students falling in different categories, contact the university website www.lpu.inCheck here The
Official Brochure for Opportunities in LPU after passing the 10In class is also available on the basis of: qualification (e.g. based on performance in 10'2 for undergraduate programs and graduation programs for PG programs) pre-qualification (e.g. based on performance in the 10th for baccalaureate
programs and 10'2 for PG programs)Special Scholarship COVID-19 Frontline - Rs. 20 crores support InitiativePerformance in sports, culture, culture, RRA, co-education, social service and bravery AwardsSpecial Scholarship for Thepper Toppers Education BoardFee Concession for Defense, Central
Armed Forces Police (CAPF) personnel and their dependents. Check the hereOfficial Brochure for Opportunities in the LPU after graduationLPUNEST Registration 2020LPU NEST 2020 Application Form is issued by the University for various UG and PG programs. Applicants can apply for the test online
and offline. Applicants can also receive an application form and an LPU NEST kit through university centres. Applicants wishing to apply for the entrance exam can apply according to the schedule above. Applicants can register online and offline on the site. Applicants must fill out basic data to create an
application number and password for subsequent logins. The application process will be launched at different dates for all courses on offer. Applicants can apply according to the course for which they are seeking admission. At the time of filling out the LPUNEST 2020 application form, applicants must
complete the preferences of the exam centre and book a slot for the online exam. The application form will be considered completed only after payment of the application fee. The LPUNEST 2020 application fee can be paid both online and Mode. For online payments - Payment application using a credit
card/debit card or Net Banking.For a standalone payment - Payment application in cash on campus or any other prescribed place. The fee for an online form and a soft copy of the LPUNEST kit is INR 800 for boys and INR 500 for Girls.The application fee for online form and printed LPUNEST Kit is INR
1000 for boys and INR 70 0 for Girls.The application fee for offline form and printed LPUNEST Kit is INR 800 for boys and INR 500 for Girls.LPUNEST 2020 Slot BookingPost sending application form, candidates are required to book a slot for their exam. The slot booking window will be activated on the
website. The link on the site will send candidates to the registration window. They must fill out their application number to book a slot. There are two options for booking an exam slot-applicant (in the case of If you want to choose a date of your own)University (If you want to allow the university to book a
slot) After selecting the option, fill the test city carefully as the Test City change will not be entertained in the futureApplicants must provide 5 choice exam dates if he/she chooses for the university option for the slot bookingOnline Test system booking system online planning system that will be available in
nest.lpu.in from April 2020. They must book the test at least 3 days before the desired date. Booking slots is done in the order first come and depends on availability. It is highly recommended that the applicant should book their exam slot soon to avoid any inconvenience in later. In the event that
applicants authorize the university to book a slot, the university will allow any one date (preferably from this choice) for the exam according to the availability of exam slots. Applicants must regularly www.lpu.in and must fill out a username and password to check the dedicated slot for the test. In the event
of no availability of slots from the choice filled by the applicant or any other delay, the university will allocate a different date for the applicant. The general guidelines for remotely proctored Online ExamDue to Covid-19 pandemic blocking, according to notifications of central and state governments, it is
safe to stay at home. Thus, LPUNEST conducts an online exam to make it easier for prospective students to appear in LPUNEST by using a remotely proctored online exam while staying at home. Here are the key points you should know before you appear in the exam: -Remote proctoring module needs
the following system configuration and requirements: -System ConfigurationProcessor: Core 2 Duo - above ProcessorSpeed: 1.5 GHz over RAM: Minimum 1 System (Windows) - Минимум: Windows 7 Рекомендуемая: Windows Windows System (MAC) - Minimum: MAC OS X Featured: MAC
OSRemote Proctoring Module requires a proper Internet connection of a minimum of 1 Mbps.You must have a working webcam and microphone available/attached with a laptop/desktop computer. Ensure proper indoor lighting so that the photos taken during the exam are not blurred. You will receive
information about the entrance before the exam. The LPU consultant will call you before the exam so that you get used to the whole process, infrastructure requirements and other important information that will appear in the test. You will be under constant surveillance for the duration of testing with
artificial intelligence tools and live monitoring by proctors. Any alleged activity will result in the immediate termination of the exam. AI tools will be able to detect any movement of the face or eyeballs and highlight the same automatically. The candidate will be under constant proctor vigilance through a live
channel to deter any suspicious candidate activity. Check out the general guidelines for the remotely proctored Online ExamNOTE:- For detailed information (regarding exam procedure, infrastructure requirements and things to remember during the exam) refer to the instructions in the email you will
receive before the exam. Applicants can obtain their admission card after booking an exam slot. Immediately after booking the slot, candidates can download the LPUNEST Admit Card 2020.Candidates these exam slot will be booked by the university, you can download the admission card after 48 hours
from the booking slot through the official website of the university. Admission cards will not be sent to any candidate individually. Exam mode: OnlineType Questions: The questions will have several Type.Medium exam selections: the questionnaire will be installed in English. Total sections: Physics,
Chemistry, Mathematics/Biology, EnglishDuration: The exam lasts 150 minutes. Number of questions: 110 questions. Marking scheme: 4 marks will be awarded for PCM/B sections and 2 marks for English.No Negative Marking.ParticularsDetailsModeUnion Exam2 Hours 30 minutesMediam English or
HindiSectionsPhysics - 30 questionsSPnot multiple choice questions Top number of questions110 QuestionsMarking Scheme In Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics, 4 grades will be awarded for each correct answer to multiple question questions110 QuestionsMarking Scheme in Physics, Chemistry
and Mathematics, 4 grades will be awarded for each correct answer. In English, two marks will be awarded for each correct answer. No signs will be credited for incorrect answers or unanswered questionsNote: Candidates should not wear paper or pens to the exam center. Rough sheets will be provided
in the center. LPUNEST 2020 SyllabusThe question for an MBA exam will be asked with English, general awareness and overall ability.For B.Tech, the program will 12th grade subjects such as physics, chemistry, English, mathematics/biology. The exam on the right subjects will be selected from
quantitative and Logical Abilities, Legal Reasoning, Legal Reasoning and English.LPUNEST Result 2020After the successful completion of the exam, the result will be announced for various courses. Candidates will be able to check their results online on the university's website. To verify the result,
candidates will need their login credentials. Thus, keep your application number and password safe. The university will release cut marks for various courses. It can be different for all courses. The result will also be sent to the registered email candidate Id.The link to verify the results of LPUNEST 2020 will
be activated on the official website. The candidate will have to enter their app number to gain access to the result. Click on the download and print the result for further processes. The results will also be sent to candidates through their registered postal ballots. LPUNEST 2020 Cutoff is the minimum score
a candidate requires to be eligible for the Excellent Professional University National Entry and Scholarship Test.For the academic year 2020-21 cut off marks for B.Tech courses can be judged based on the previous year's cut off. The scholarship will also be awarded to those students who have scored
more than or equal cut-off marks. Minimum assessments are set by the university and are based on a number of factors. The cut is based on the number of applicants, the number of vacancies, the average performance in the entrance exams and last year's reduction. Once the reduction is announced, a
list of merits will be prepared based on the evaluation of the candidates for the entrance test. LPUNEST 2020 Advising Post the publication of the result, the university will begin counseling or admission procedures. Consultations will be held online, in which candidates will be allocated seats. Candidates
can participate in the admission procedure based on signs received at the entrance exams and interviews. After checking the documents, the candidates will be given a seat. Applicants can be admitted on time. Birth Date Proof (10th Certificate, PAN Card /Aadhaar Card)10'2 Passage CertificateScor
card/Rank Card Electronics and Communications Engineering (ECE)Computer Science and Engineering (CSE)Information Technology (IT)Me) Mechanical Engineering (ME)ME - Mechatronics Aerospace Engineering And Automotive Engineering (AE)Civil Engineering (EE) - Delhi G.T. Road, Fagwara,
Punjab (India) - 144411Fon: 91-1824-40404 1800 102 4431Fact: 91-1824-1 506100 (Entrance) Fax: 91-1824-506111 (General) Email: admissions@lpu.co.in (Reception) Email: info@lpu.co.in (General)Ke. What courses does LPU offer? Ans. The courses offered by Fine Professional University are:
Engineering, Law, Design, Agriculture, Hotel Management and MBA.ques. What are the selection criteria for LPUNEST 2020? Ans. The applicant must be an Indian citizen, qualified class 12 with 60% marks in physics, mathematics and English (for BTech) (general category). How can a student
contribute after the allocation of the seat? Ans. Once the seats are distributed, the candidate can pay through online mode or manually by visiting the university campus/Camp Office.ques. Are there any provisions for re-evaluating LPUNEST answers? Ans. LPU NEST does not provide a mechanism for
re-evaluating LPUNEST responses because it is an online computer test (CBT). What is the relaxation offered to candidates of other categories? Ans. Proposed relaxation: 10% relaxation to outstanding sports persons (i.e. category A/A) in accordance with the sports scholarship), which is subject to
verification by the university's selection committee. 5% relaxation for the northeastern states and Sikkim candidates/defence personnel and their dependents/arrivals of Kashmiri migrants. What is the procedure for severing ties between two or more candidates? If there is a link between the two or more
candidates, then a comparison will be made between the subject wise assessments received by them and the age of the candidates. Priority will be given to the senior candidate. Priority. lpunest syllabus for mba. lpunest syllabus for b tech. lpunest syllabus for bba. lpunest syllabus 2020. lpunest syllabus
for mca. lpunest syllabus for bsc agriculture. lpunest syllabus for bca. lpunest syllabus for mba 2020
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